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Individual Bayesianism

+ Group Bayesianism

+ Aggregative approach
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“What” is being learnt?



“Who” learns?



Russell-Hawthorne-Buchak’s

“Groupthink” (2015)



Part 1

Formal framework



Individuals, events, credences

• Individuals labelled 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛 (𝑛 ≥ 2).

• Set W of possible worlds a, b, …

• “Events” or “propositions” are subsets of W.

• Technical assumption: the number of 

worlds is > 2 and < ∞.

• A credence function is a probability 

measure C on the set of events.

– 𝐶(𝑎) is short for 𝐶({𝑎}).



Credence profiles

• A (credence) profile is a list 𝐂 =
(𝐶1, … , 𝐶𝑛) of credence functions, one for 

each individual.

• Notation: Bold-face symbols (𝐂 , 𝐂′, …)

denote credence profiles. The members of a 

profile are denoted by `un-bolding' the 

profile’s symbol and adding individual 

indices. So the profile 𝐂 contains 𝐶1, … , 𝐶𝑛, 

the profile 𝐂′ contains 𝐶′1, … , 𝐶′𝑛, etc.



Coherence

• A credence profile is coherent if at least 

one world has non-zero probability under 

each individual credence function.

• Coherence is plausible, since one would 

expect that (at least) the true world is 

assigned non-zero probability by everyone.



Pooling rules

A pooling rule is a function ag mapping any 

credence profile 𝐂 (from the rule's domain of 

applicability) to an ‘aggregate’ or ‘group’ 

credence function ag(𝐂) – for short ag𝐂.



Example 1: the linear rule

• ag𝐂 𝐴 =
1

𝑛
𝐶1 𝐴 +⋯+

1

𝑛
𝐶𝑛 𝐴

• Domain: all credence profiles 𝐂



Example 2: the weighted linear 

rule

• Given: individual weights 𝑤1, … , 𝑤𝑛 ≥ 0
of sum 1.

• ag𝐂 𝐴 = 𝑤1𝐶1 𝐴 +⋯+𝑤𝑛𝐶𝑛 𝐴 .

• Domain: all credence profiles 𝐂



Example 3: the geometric rule

• ag𝐂 𝑎 = 𝑘[𝐶1 𝑎 ]1/𝑛… [𝐶𝑛 𝑎 ]1/𝑛 for all 

worlds (not “events”) a, where k is a 

normalisation factor ensuring probabilities 

of worlds sum to one.

• Domain: all coherent credence profiles 𝐂



Example 4: the weighted 

geometric rule

• Given: individual weights 𝑤1, … , 𝑤𝑛 ≥ 0, 
not necessarily of sum 1.

• ag𝐂 𝑎 = 𝑘[𝐶1 𝑎 ]𝑤1… [𝐶𝑛 𝑎 ]𝑤𝑛 for all 

worlds a, where k is again a normalisation 

factor.

• Domain: all coherent credence profiles 𝐂



Part 2

Group Bayesianism(s) for 

representable information



Bayes’ rule

• Bayesianism requires that if an agent with 

credence fnnction C who learns an event E

with C(E) ≠ 0 adopts the ‘conditional’ 

credence function defined by

C ∙ 𝐸 ≔
𝐶(∙∩𝐸)

𝐶(𝐸)
.

• Expressions like ‘conditionalizing C on E’ or 

‘conditionalization of C on E’ denote that the 

conditional credence function C ∙ 𝐸 is being 

formed and a fortiori that C(E) ≠ 0. 



Group Bayesianism: 3 versions

Conditionalization on information (“Bay”):

If a credence profile 𝐂 changes to another one 𝐂′ by 

conditionalization of one or more individual credence 

functions on an event E (and if the rule applies to 𝐂 and 𝐂′), 
then the new group credence function ag𝐂′ is the 

conditionalization of ag𝐂 on E. 

Conditionalization on public information (“BayPub”):

[…] of all individual credence functions […].

Conditionalization on private information (“BayPri”):

[…] of exactly one individual credence function […].



Five arguments favouring Bay 

over BayPub

1. No principled Bayesian reason to apply 

Bayes’ rule only to wide-spread

information.

2. …

3. …

4. …

5. …



Five arguments favouring Bay 

over BayPub

1. …

2. The radically Bayesian notion of 

information is highly subjective, so that 

information is almost never public.

3. …

4. …

5. …



Five arguments favouring Bay 

over BayPub

1. …

2. …

3. Groups which violate Bay are Dutch-

bookable.

4. …

5. …



Five arguments favouring Bay 

over BayPub

1. …

2. …

3. …

4. Informational heterogeneity in groups and thus non-

public information are important phenomena (at the 

heart of theories of group agency, multi-agent systems 

and distributive cognition). Bay captures the idea that 

groups ‘know more than each of their member’.

5. …



Five arguments favouring Bay 

over BayPub

1. …

2. …

3. …

4. …

5. It would seem ad hoc to focus only on 

“asymmetric learning”, given that we 

allow “asymmetric prior information”.



Part 3

The implications of group 

Bayesianism(s) for 

representable information



The logical interconnections

Certainty adoption (Cert): Informally, events 

which are certain to some group member are 

certain to the group.

Proposition 1: For any rule for pooling 

coherent credence profiles, Bay is equivalent to 

BayPri, and to the conjunction of BayPub and 

Cert.



Which rules satisfy the axioms?

Theorem 1. The only “well-behaved” rules for 

pooling coherent credence profiles satisfying Bay

are the weighted geometric rules giving non-zero 

weight to each individual.

Theorem 2. The only […] satisfying BayPub […] 

non-zero weight to some individual.

Theorem 3. The only […] satisfying BayPri […] 

non-zero weight to each individual.

Th. 2 is a corrected variant of Russell et al. 2015.



“Well-behaved”

Indifference preservation (stated 

informally): If everyone holds the uniform 

credence function, then so does the group. 

Continuity (stated informally): If a sequence 

of credence profiles converges (in each 

individual component) to 𝐂, then the sequence 

of group credence functions converges to ag𝐂.



Part 4

Group Bayesianism(s) for 

generalized information



Generalized information

• Not representable within the algebra of 

credences.

• Example: learning the weather forecase

when credences pertain only to weather 

itself.



Representation of generalized 

informationrule

• Generalized information is representable by 

a likelihood function, i.e., a function L from 

worlds to numbers in [0,1].

• 𝐿(𝑎) is interpreted as the probability of the 

information given the world 𝑎.

• Example: A “rainy” weather forecast is 

represented by a likelihood function 𝐿
where 𝐿(𝑎) is close 1 for “rainy” worlds 𝑎
and close 0 for “sunny” worlds 𝑎.



“Generalized” information

• Likelihood functions are strictly more general 

than events as representations of information: 

events correspond to zero/one-valued 

likelihood functions.

• Example: The information that it will rain (not 

that the radio forecasts rain) can be 

represented not just as an event in the “weather 

algebra”, but also as a zero/one-valued 

likelihood function.



Generalized Bayes rule

• Given how likelihood functions L are interpreted, it is 

clear how a credence function C should be revised:

• The agent should adopt the (conditional) credence 

function denoted 𝐶(∙ |𝐿) which to every world 𝑎
assigns the probability

𝐶 𝑎 𝐿 =
𝐶 𝑎 𝐿(𝑎)

σ𝑏 𝐶 𝑏 𝐿(𝑏)
.

• Expressions like ‘conditionalizing C on L’ denote that 

the conditional credence function C ∙ 𝐿 is being 

formed and a fortiori that it can be formed, i.e., that 

for some world b wee have 𝐿(𝑏) ≠ 0 and 𝐶(𝑏) ≠ 0. 



Generalized group Bayesianism: 3 versions

Conditionalization on likelihoods (“Bay+”):

If a credence profile 𝐂 changes to another one 𝐂′ by 

conditionalization of one or more individual credence 

functions on a likelihood function L (and if the rule applies to 

𝐂 and 𝐂′), then the new group credence function ag𝐂′ is the 

conditionalization of ag𝐂 on L. 

Conditionalization on public likelihoods (“BayPub+”):

[…] of all individual credence functions […].

Conditionalization on private likelihoods (“BayPri+”):

[…] of exactly one individual credence function […].



Part 5

The implications of group 

Bayesianism(s) for generalized 

information



Logical interconnections

Proposition 2: No rule for pooling coherent 

credence profiles satisfies both BayPub+ and 

BayPri+.

N.B.: The high level of compatibility between 

the earlier 3 group Bayesianism axioms (see 

Proposition 1) has disappeared as we move to 

generalized information.



Which rules satisfy the axioms?

Theorem 4. No rule for pooling coherent credence 

profiles satisfies Bay+.

Theorem 5. The only well-behaved rules for pooling 

coherent credence profiles satisfying BayPub+ are 

the weighted geometric rules whose individual 

weights sum to one.

Theorem 6. The only […] satisfying BayPri+ […] 

weights are all one. (This is a single rule.)

Th. 6 is a variant of Dietrich-List (forth.). Th. 5 

“should” have been discovered, as BayPub+ is well-

known under the label “external Bayesianity”.



The easy direction of the 

theorems

Lemma 1. A weighted geometric rule 

satisfies

1. Bay (or equivalently BayPri) if and only if 

all weights are non-zero, 

2. BayPub if and only if at least one weight is 

non-zero, 

3. BayPub+ if and only if the weights sum to 

one, 

4. BayPri+ if and only if all weights are one. 


